Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we builded a bird house for are mom

2. Write the definition for the word clever from the dictionary.

3. Circle the prefix and/or suffix. Write the base word on the line.
   semicircle _______  disobeyed _______  misled _______

4. Create a sentence using the prefix dis- and an exclamation mark.

5. Create a sentence with the past tense of sing.

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we eated peaches berrys and oranges for a snake

2. Write the syllabication and part of speech for the word clever from the dictionary.

3. Create a sentence using the prepositional phrase on the floor.

4. Use context clues to figure out the underlined word. Write a synonym for the word.
   We had to modify our plans for the picnic because of the rain. We had it later.
   synonym ____________________________

5. Create a sentence using the prefix re and an adverb.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. who does you thank will when the elecshun

2. Write the **guide words** from the dictionary for the word *clever*.

3. Add a compound predicate to finish the sentence.
   Sally ___________________________________________ __________

4. Circle the correct way to write the city and state.
   Reeds spring, missouri       Reeds Spring Missouri       Reeds Spring, Missouri

Write the singular form of the nouns.
   pennies __________          foxes _____________          wolves __________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. them playd a april fools joke on mr neaville

2. Write a sentence using the word *clever*.

3. Create a sentence using a **compound subject** and a **compound predicate**.

4. Use *where* and *were* in a sentence.

5. Write antonyms for the words below.
   silly __________          sadly _____________          pretest __________
Use editing marks to correct the paragraphs. Rewrite the paragraphs.

Gray wolves were returned to Yellowstone National Park in 1995. They have been absent from the park since 1926. Many people worked hard to get them back into the park. There were 21 wolves in Yellowstone in 1995. There are now more than 100 wolves in the park.

Write a paragraph describing how wolves are portrayed in fiction.